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Abstract—This study investigates a light-weight data reduction
technique for speeding-up shortest path and distance queries on
large graphs. We propose a notion of routing proxies (or simply
proxies), each of which represents a small subgraph, referred to as
deterministic routing areas (DRAs). We show that routing proxies
hold good properties for speeding-up shortest path and distance
queries, and there exists a linear-time algorithm to compute
routing proxies and their corresponding DRAs. Finally, we discuss
the experimental results, and verify that our solution is a general
technique for reducing graph sizes and speeding-up shortest path
and distance queries, using real-life large graphs.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

We study the node-to-node shortest path (distance) problem on large graphs: given a weighted undirected graph
G(V, E) with non-negative edge weights, and two nodes of G,
the source s and the target t, find the shortest path (distance)
from s to t in G. The Dijkstra’s algorithm with Fibonacci heaps
runs in O(n log n + m) due to Fredman & Tarjan [2], where
n and m denote the numbers of nodes and edges in a graph,
respectively, which remains asymptotically the fastest known
solution on arbitrary undirected graphs with non-negative edge
weights. However, computing shortest paths and distances
remains a challenging problem, in terms of both time and space
cost, on large-scale graphs. Hence, various optimizations have
been developed to speed-up the computation.
To speed-up shortest path and distance queries, our approach is to use representatives, each of which captures a set
of nodes in a graph. The task of finding a proper form of
representatives is nontrivial. Intuitively, we expect representatives to have the following properties. (1) A small number
of representatives can represent a large number of nodes in a
graph; (2) Shortest paths and distances involved within the set
of nodes being represented by the same representative can be
answered efficiently; And, (3) the representatives and the set
of nodes being represented can be computed efficiently.
The full version of this extended abstract appears in [3].
II.

ROUTING P ROXIES

We first propose routing proxies and deterministic routing
areas (DRAs) to capture the idea of representatives and the set
of nodes being represented, respectively.
Proxies. Given a node u in graph G(V, E), we say that u is a
routing proxy (or simply proxy) of a set of nodes, denoted by
Au , if and only if:

(1) node u ∈ Au is reachable to any node of Au in G,
(2) all neighbors of any node v ∈ Au \ {u} are in Au , and
p
(3) the size |Au | of Au is equal to or less than c · b |V |c,
where c is a small constant number, such as 2 or 3.
Here condition (1) guarantees the connectivity of subgraph
G[Au ], condition (2) implies that not all neighbors of proxy u
are necessarily in Au ; and condition (3), called size restriction,
limits the size of Au of proxy u. Intuitively, one simply
checks the graph by removing u from G and its newly created
connected components (CCs), and a proxy of u is p
a union of
such CCs whose total number of nodes is at most c·b |V |c−1.
Deterministic routing areas. A node u may be a proxy of
multiple sets of nodes A1u , . . . , Aku . We denote as A+
u the union
1
of all the sets of nodes whose proxy is u , i.e., A+
u = Au ∪. . . ∪
.
Aku , and Aiu (i ∈ [1, k]) is said a component of A+
u
We refer to the subgraph G[A+
u ] as a deterministic routing
area (DRA) of proxy u. Intuitively, DRA G[A+
u ] is a maximal
connected subgraph, union of a set of CCs, that connects to the
rest of graph G through proxy u only. That is, for any node
v in G[A+
u ] and any node v in the rest of graph G, u must
appear on the shortest path path(v, v 0 ).
Maximal proxies. We say that a proxy u is maximal if there
+
exist no other proxies u0 such that u0 6= u and A+
u ⊂ Au 0 .
Trivial proxies. We say that a maximal proxy u is trivial if
+
A+
u contains itself only, i.e., Au = {u}.
Equivalent proxies. We say that two proxies u and u0 are
+
equivalent, denoted by u ≡ u0 , if A+
u = Au 0 .
Trivial proxies only represent themselves. Hence, we only
focus on non-trivial maximal proxies (or simply proxies).
We then give an analysis of the properties of DRAs and their
routing proxies, and show that they indeed hold the desired
properties of representatives discussed in Introduction.
Proposition 1: Given any two nodes v, v 0 in the DRA G[A+
u ] of
proxy u in graph G, (1) the shortest path in G[A+
u ] is exactly
the one in the entire graph G, and (2) it can be computed in
linear time in the size of G.
2
Corollary 2: Given any two nodes v, v 0 in the DRA G[A+
u]
of proxy u in graph G, (1) the shortest distance dist(v, v 0 ) in
G[A+
u ] is exactly the one in the entire graph G, and (2) it can
be computed in linear time in the size of G.
2

Proposition 3: Given two nodes v and u with two distinct proxies x and y, respectively, in graph G, the shortest
path from v to u is the concatenation of three paths, i.e.,
path(v, x)/path(x, y)/path(y, u).
2
Corollary 4: Given two nodes v and u with two distinct
proxies x and y, respectively, in graph G, the shortest distance
dist(v, u) = dist(v, x) + dist(x, y) + dist(y, u).
2
Theorem 5: Finding all DRAs, each associated with one
maximal proxy, in a graph can be done in linear time.
2
III.

Q UERY A NSWERING WITH ROUTING P ROXIES

Based on the previous analyses, we present a framework
for speeding-up shortest path and distance queries, consisting
of two modules: preprocessing and query answering.
1. Preprocessing. Given graph G(V, E), the preprocessing
module executes the following.
(1) It first computes all DRAs and their maximal proxies with
a linear algorithm, referred to as computeDRAs [3].
(2) It then pre-computes and stores all the shortest paths and
distances between any node in a DRA and its proxy. To support
shortest distance queries, for each node in a DRA, we store its
proxy u, its distance to u and the component of A+
u to which it
belongs, and to support shortest path queries, we further keep
the shortest paths from proxy u to all nodes in the DRA.
(3) It finally computes the reduced subgraph G0 by removing
all DRAs, but keeping their proxies, from graph G.
2. Query answering. Given two nodes s and t in graph G(V ,
E) and the pre-computed information, the query answering
module executes the following.
(1) When nodes s and t belong to the same DRA G[A+
u ] with
h
1
proxy u such that A+
u = Au ∪ . . . Au .
If s and t further fall into the same component Aiu
(i ∈ [1, h]), it invokes the Dijkstra’s algorithm on the subgraph
G[Aiu ] to compute the shortest path and distance between s
and t. Otherwise, it simply returns path(s, u)/path(u, t) or
dist(s, u) + dist(u, t) in constant time.
(2) When s and t belong to two DRAs
with proxies us and ut , respectively.

G[A+
us ]

and

G[A+
ut ]

As shown in Section II, we know that path(s, t) =
path(s, us )/ path(us , ut )/ path(ut , t), in which path(s, us )
and path(ut , t) are already known. Hence, it simply invokes an
algorithm (e.g., ARC F LAG [4], TNR [1], AH [5]) on the reduced
graph G0 for computing path(us , ut ). Similarly, it computes
dist(s, t) = dist(s, us ) + dist(us , ut ) + dist(ut , t).

1 week to finish the preprocessing). Hence, we remove all
nodes whose degrees are higher than 14, and choose the largest
connected component in the remaining graph, referred to as
DBLP14. Also AH requires the coordinate information to
answer shortest path or distance queries, not available in both
DBLP and DBLP14.
Experimental results. (1) In sparse graphs whose average
degree is less than 4, about 1/3 nodes in the graph are captured
by proxies, leaving the reduced graph about 2/3 of the input
graph. In some cases such as DBLP14, about 2/3 nodes in
the graph are captured by proxies, leaving the reduced graph
about only 1/3 of the input graph.
(2) The performance of proxies and DRAs is sensitive to the
density and degree distribution of graphs, and they perform
well on graphs following the power law distribution. Meanwhile, for a given degree distribution, DRAs tend to capture
less nodes when the average degree is higher.
(3) Proxies and their DRAs benefit existing shortest path and
distance algorithms in terms of time cost. They reduce (20%,
1%) time for (ARC F LAG, AH), and have comparable running
time for TNR on road networks; They reduce (4%, 49%) time
for (ARC F LAG, TNR) on the co-authorship network DBLP14.
(4) Existing shortest path and distance algorithms also benefit
from using proxies in terms of space overhead. Proxy+TNR can
handle the road network C-US while TNR cannot. Moreover,
(Proxy+ARC F LAG, Proxy+TNR, Proxy+AH) incur less space
overhead than their counterparts, and are about (38%–68%,
72%–92%, 82%) of (ARC F LAG, TNR, AH), respectively.
V.

We have studied how to speed-up (exact) shortest path and
distance queries on large weighted undirected graphs. To do
this, we have proposed a light-weight data reduction technique,
a notion of proxies such that each proxy represents a small
subgraph, referred to as DRAs, and proxies and DRAs can
be computed efficiently in linear time. We have also verified,
both analytically and experimentally, that proxies significantly
reduce graph sizes and improve efficiency of existing methods.
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